1° CIRCOLO "SALVATORE TRAINA"

ADDRESS:
VIA FIUME N° 2
MISILMERI -PA-

TELEPHONE: 091/8722600
FAX: 091/8722806
E-MAIL: paee077001@istruzione.it
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

HEADMASTER: Salvatore Mazzamuto
ORGANISATION

Our institution includes:
Primary school and
Nursery school.

The primary school
consists of three
complexes:
S. Traina
E. Restivo
Delegazione
**Plesso Traina**
Sede di direzione
via fiume, 2
90036 Misilmeri (PA)
tel. 091.8722600 - fax 091.8722806
e-mail paeo077001@istruzione.it

**Plesso Restivo**
P.za XII Gennaio, 1
90036 Portella di Mare -
tel. 091.6143845 -
fax 091.6143845

**Delegazione**
via Padri Vocazionisti
90036 Portella di Mare -
tel. 091.6143843
TO ATTEND THE SCHOOL IS OBLIGATORY IN ITALY FOR PUPILS FROM 6 TO 16 YEARS OLD.

FROM 6 TO 10 THEY ATTEND THE PRIMARY SCHOOL (5 YEARS).
In each class of primary school two or three teachers teach, they divide the subjects of study because they can teach every subject. Only for religion and English there are specialist teachers if the teachers of the class aren’t prepared about it.

THEN THEY ATTEND THE SECONDARY SCHOOL OF 1° GRADE FOR THREE YEARS AND AT THE END, STUDENTS HAVE EXAMS. Here, there are many teachers, one for each subject of study.

THEN STUDENTS CAN CHOOSE AMONG DIFFERENT KIND OF SECONDARY SCHOOL OF 2° GRADE (USUALLY FOR 5 YEARS) AT THE END THEY HAVE THE “ESAME DI STATO”.

FINALLY, THE STUDENTS CHOOSE THEIR UNIVERSITY COURSE.
NURSERY
SCHOOL

Plesso De Vigilia
via De Vigilia,
90036 Misilmeri (PA)
tel. 091.8722653

FOR PUPILS FROM 3 TO 5 YEARS OLD

IT IS NOT OBLIGATORY
IT PREPARES KIDS TO STAY WITH OTHER KIDS AND
TEACHERS WITHOUT PARENTS
ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
This is our school: Salvatore Traina.
Inside the school there is a court-yard where meetings are organized, especially in spring.
The indoor Gym is little but there are enough sport tools.

There is also an outdoor court-yard where pupils practice different kind of sports: minibasket, football...
In the library students can read books and work with their teachers.

Our Headteacher Salvo Mazzamuto, between the Deputy-mayor and the Manager of the “Comunale” Library of Misilmeri, the day of the inauguration of our scholastic library.
In our school there is a comfortable computer room, where it is also possible to surf the Internet.

Computers can be used by pupils in the morning and by their parents in evening labs.
Our school auditorium

We use it every time we want: to watch a DVD, organize a dramatization, receive guests, have meetings and so on.